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### Released:

The authoritative and approved version of this company standard is only available on the Broetje Automation intranet. Hard copies and locally stored copies must be verified as they are not subject to change management. The website of Broetje Automation “www.broetje-automation.de” serves as an alternative source of company standards for external parties.
Application Area and Purpose

This specification describes the methods and specifications for producing design documents. It is binding for all members of staff within the design department at Broetje-Automation GmbH and for contractors who undertake design work for these companies. The factory standard 10.030 CATIA Specification has to be implemented in addition to this specification.

The implementation specification design is constantly being extended and refined. How far these extensions are binding for current projects is linked to the necessary expenditure (costs and completion date) and has to be decided in the specific case by the managing designer.

Sample files are enclosed to explain the implementation specification design:

- BN70-050 External Office Part List Template
- BN10-050 Welding Instruction Design

External offices can request these documents from Broetje Automation or view them on FTP.

1 General information

1.1 Scope of supply

1) The scope of supply for design services always includes the design (3D), the creation of drawings (2D) geometry, and the associated part lists.

2) The data is generated on the CATIA V5 system. The process for this can be found in the CATIA V5 factory standard. Data that does not correspond to the specification is rejected.

Further or amended requirements are possible for a specific project and are defined in the technical or commercial requirement.
1.2 Systems supporting design

The AMS system is the basis of effective design. (ERP)

Information about the process flow at BA or documents supporting the process can be found on the BA intranet under “BADM”:

CATIA V5 data has been administered since August 1, 2009 with the help BA-PDM:

External members of staff receive instruction about these systems before the start of design, and the necessary information is provided by the project manager.
2 File designation and name formatting

Only files with a valid Broetje drawing number and the corresponding title block can be brought into circulation.

No special characters, empty spaces, or umlauts may be used. Only the underline and period are permitted as separators.

Only data with a valid Broetje drawing number and faultless file name may be issued and saved.

2.1 File designations

**Assembly**

000.221.626

000 Assembly labeling

221.626 Sequential counting numbers assigned by AMS

**Examples:**

Designation of the drawing = 000.221.626-0.CATDrawing

(“-0” = DIN format of the drawing)

**Single part**

221.626.XXX

221.626 Consecutive counting numbers according to the product position number (must correspond with the positioning in the assembly drawing in the case of newly created drawings)

XXX

**Examples:**

Drawing number of the individual part = 221.626.101

(101 = position number)

Designation of the drawing = 221.626.101-3.CATDrawing

(“-3” = DIN format of the drawing)

**Number ranges for positions:**

001-099 For bought-in parts

101-199 For production parts

201-299 For standard parts
2.2 Allocation of drawing numbers/product structure

1) Drawing numbers are assigned on the AMS system when a project is planned in advance.
   There is a structure list with the corresponding assemblies and drawing numbers for each project. This structure list is binding for all members of staff and external offices.

   Extract from a Part List:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Drawing Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Stk</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Anteilplan</td>
<td>013005</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>20.06.2000</td>
<td>29.06.2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Positionen</td>
<td>000411</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>29.03.2000</td>
<td>29.03.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Schienensystem E1, kompl.</td>
<td>000452</td>
<td>300.220.502</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>05.03.2004</td>
<td>05.03.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Schienensystem E1</td>
<td>000465</td>
<td>300.220.503</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>30.07.2000</td>
<td>30.07.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Untergewerke - Obergewerke</td>
<td>013949</td>
<td>300.223.460</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>15.10.2004</td>
<td>15.10.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Untergewerke - Obergewerke</td>
<td>018497</td>
<td>300.223.469</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>15.10.2004</td>
<td>15.10.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Schienensystem 22</td>
<td>018552</td>
<td>310.223.470</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>22.02.2004</td>
<td>22.02.2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Broetje Automation sets the product structure of a project (at least in extracts).

   Changes to this structure always have to be agreed with the managing designer. Any changes made independently may result in the file being rejected.
3 File structure

3.1 Project phase

All CAD data can be saved in BA-PDM. External offices save all references in a directory (including bought-in and standard parts).

3.2 Manufacturing phase

Approved drawings are saved as PDFs on N:Zeichnungen. These PDFs are produced automatically in BA-PDM for CATIA V5 drawings and saved there.

For other CAD systems (e.g.: SolidWorks), the author/editor of the drawing has to produce a PDF and save it there.

4 Changes in projects

All changes to approved drawings are documented. Documentation must take place in BA-PDM that is brought automatically from there to the CATIA V5 drawings. The entries must be made by hand for all drawings that are not CATIA V5.

External offices have to provide a change description in the form of an Excel spreadsheet including the change text.
5 Definition of terms

Bought-in parts
All parts to which no further work is required are considered to be bought-in parts. (Examples: engine, gears, gear wheels, ball screw spindles etc.)

Production Parts and Bought-in Parts with Subsequent Work
All parts that are processed or are reworked (burnishing, hardening, drilling etc.) are considered as production parts or bought-in parts with subsequent work and therefore cannot be used directly in the condition in which they are supplied. Such parts are also given a drawing number (with or without format) as file names (Examples: Standard parts such as burnished washers, DU bushing with subsequent work)

Standard parts
Screws, splints, disks, pins, bolts and nuts etc. are considered to be standard parts.

6 Handling bought-in parts

Bought-in parts are named as follows:

Manufacturer_Type Designation_Designation

Example: alpha_pkf300_xx/angular gear

The designation should be removed from the manufacturer’s catalog. The name is consistently written in lower case (excluding file extension)

Example: alpha_pkf300_xx/angular gear.CATPart

Care should be taken that only the preferred bought-in parts are used. In general, the following must be determined:

1. As few bought-in parts as possible should be created
2. Only bought-in parts that have already been created may be used
3. Only bought-in parts from approved suppliers have to be used
4. There must be an absolute necessity for exceptions – bought-in parts for suppliers who have not been approved.

Handling standard and bought-in parts that are saved in BA-PDM takes place in accordance with the “CAD Handout – Generating Bought-in Parts”.
7 Labeling, servicing, and maintenance

All individual parts and assemblies have to be identified with respect to the required servicing and maintenance. This is undertaken in AMS by service internal sales in the FDR phase.

All instructions, such as:

- Function
- Tight fit
- Tightness
- Etc.

should be related globally to the assemblies.

Only special instructions should be labeled for individual parts, such as

- Replacing filter cartridges
- Cable damage
- Reference manufacturing documentation

Screws and pins are generally not labeled.

To identify the necessary work, the required qualifications for service personnel (mechanics, electricians etc.) and the time required must be entered.
8 Welded structures

8.1 Presentation of the processing states

1) For manufacturing drawings for welded structures, the individual processing steps must be spread over several drawing pages. See also sample drawings.

Sequence:

Page1 = machining
Page2 = weld set dimensions, weld symbols
Page3 = trims, thermally-cut parts, unfinished parts, blanks

2) The items and dimensions of the individual welded parts also have to be measured when the measuring the machining (Page1). The zero point rivet has to be reasonably set for machining.

3) It may also make sense in the particular case for individual processing step to be spread over several pages. In cases of doubt, a decision always has to be made in favor of clarity and readability of the drawings.

4) Flame-cut parts of individual parts of a welded structure are manufactured using DXF files. In this case, it is sufficient, only to enter the external dimensions and generate a corresponding entry using the title block (= manufactured in accordance with DXF files).

5) Page 2 of the welded drawing part is not required for welded parts that cannot be represented on the drawing. In this case, the welded information must be placed on Page 1.

Related documents are:

- BN10.050 Welding Instruction Design
- CAD Handout – Development of Welded Assemblies
9 Producing drawings

9.1 Labeling for main assemblies and assemblies

9.1.1 Assemblies
Assemblies only include workpieces.

9.1.2 Main assemblies
Main assemblies only include further assemblies (=subassemblies).
No assemblies or individual parts are added in main assemblies but only the subassemblies listed in the structure list (AMS).
A 2D drawing for each main assembly must exist for each main assembly within the AMS assembly structure.

9.1.3 Layout
Main assemblies are to be applied in the layout (XXXX.000).
There is a drawing for each main assembly (XXX.000). The associated subassemblies have to be represented and applied in these drawings (assembly number from AMS). If a subassembly is fitted more than once within a main assembly, this also has to be applied several times.

A distinction is made here between assembly number (XXXX.000) and drawing number (XXX.XXX.XXX). The assembly number represents a classification and the drawing number serves as identification. Assembly numbers and drawing numbers are assigned by Broetje (structural overview from AMS).
Example of a layout with details of the main assemblies:

Identification of the main assemblies:

All assembly drawings have to be given system dimensions. It must be possible to take the maximum dimensions of an assembly and important information, such as strokes, from these. The weight of the assembly must be entered above the title block. See here also sample drawings.

How far the representation of details (installation, switch boxes, connections etc.) vary from the assembly drawing should be discussed with the supporting designer. This applies equally to special entries, such as tightening torque for screw connections, creating assembly drawings etc.
9.2 General information (drawing labels)

9.2.1 Position numbers

A distinction is made using the number range of items whether it is a bought-in part, production part (bought-in part with subsequent work), or standard part, (001-099, 101-199, 201-299). A distinction is also made between production parts and bought-in parts with subsequent work by means of a horizontally separated reference range.

Care should be taken with the consistency of the presentation (same size), and to apply all workpieces in the assembly drawing.

Screws and similar standard parts that fasten a production or bought-in part or are fitted into this can be identified together with this part by using their position number (consecutive position ranges)

Torques for screws that differ from the usual table values are detailed on the drawing.

The tightening torque of the mounting screws must always be given for track systems. The tightening torque must also be given for screw connections that are subject to special requirements. The tightening torque must be cited next to the corresponding position number on the assembly drawing.

If a part (production parts, bought-in parts, standard parts) are used several times at different points within an assembly, this position should also be identified with its position number (several times) at the corresponding points on the assembly drawing. A screw connection can be presented as an example with a screw.
9.2.2 Electrical components

All electrical parts must also be marked with the thunderbolt symbol in addition to the position.

9.2.3 Welded assemblies

A two-digit position number is to be used for individual welded parts. Example:

9.2.4 Lubrication points

Lubrication points are labeled using symbols from the CATIA standard catalog. Furthermore, information should be entered about the type of lubrication, lubrication points, and quantities of lubricant.
9.2.5  Presentation of the pin holes in the drawings

Essentially:
Pin holes have to be drilled to the finished dimension for positioning workpieces. The dimensions for the internal are labeled with the tolerance indicator +/- 0.02; the hole Ø is identified based on this example

Example: Ø xxH7

Exception:
The following process applies, if the pin hole is to be drilled for assembly.
The pin hole is to be prefabricated according to the table for bore dimensions. Only the part to be screwed on is predrilled.

Table for predrilling dimensions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter range of drill holes</th>
<th>6 – 8 mm</th>
<th>10 – 16 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undersize for predrilled hole</td>
<td>-1 mm</td>
<td>-2 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example of exception:

*Individual part drawing*
For workpieces that are also subject to a hardening process, the addition “bore hole soft” also has to be included in the description.

This would result in the following label for the example: ø 5 soft drill hole.

9.2.6 References to pneumatic plans/lubrication plans

A reference should be given on the drawing to the relevant plans.

Pneumatic and lubrication plans can always be found in AMS under BG (assembly) 13XX.XXX or 16XX.XXX and are produced dependent upon the project. The assembly number of the pneumatics is copied in further projects when the assembly is reused.

The references are to be added above the title box with the assembly number.

Lubrication plan XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 1600.XXX
Pneumatic plan XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 1300.XXX
9.3 **General information (process in CAD)**

The **CATIA Specification** (BN 10.030) has to be observed when creating drawings. Examples and references for their implementation can be found there.

9.4 **Dimensioning**

1. Dimensions in production drawings have to be associated with 3D when using CATIA and other 3D systems and may not be manipulated.

2. Generally valid text is inserted above the title block in the working view. Care should be taken that sufficient space is left for the translation beneath the inserted text, as translations are frequently longer.

3. Edited dimensions such as sheet thicknesses (t=2mm) through attached text is not permitted. A correspondingly dimensioned side view of the workpiece is required to do this.

4. Radii are to be sized in CATIA using their theoretic features. This point of intersection is to be provided with constraints congruent with the lines that form this intersection.

5. The reference elements (zero areas) should not change within a drawing. Preference should be given to edges and areas when selecting reference elements.

6. The details of form and position tolerances are performed in accordance with DIN ISO 1101.

7. The part list of bought-in and manufactured parts is recorded in AMS by Broetje Automation. Design offices agree the supply format for their part list with the project manager. Items can be supplied in Excel format, for example.

8. Ensat threaded nuts have to be assigned to the production part in which they are fitted.

9. The general tolerance to be used for dimensions without tolerance details must be given above the text block.
10. The interface quality has to be stipulated based on the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface Details</th>
<th>Ra [µm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polished</td>
<td>0.02 – 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanded</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Finished</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finished</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughed</td>
<td>6.3 / 12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufactured without material separation</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. The table drawing format for manufacturing documents may not be used.

12. Details, such as “Part XY mirror image” or similar, are not permitted on the production drawing for a mirror-image geometry.

13. Names and their translations have to correspond to parameters from the (standard/language tool) and have to be taken from the language database.

14. There is an isometric view for every workpiece (no smaller, to-scale representation possible).

15. Only the external dimensions have to be applied in drawings for laser and flame-cut parts, which are manufactured with the help of 3D data. External design offices must previously agree this procedure with the Broetje staff responsible.

16. Processing is not required for sheet bent components.

17. For simple parts there is the option of having these manufactured based on CAD data. In this case, sizing is sufficient in the form of dimensions (length, width, height) with details of the general tolerance (DIN ISO 2768). Any dimensions that differ from the general tolerance have to be included on the drawing.
9.5 Test dimensions

Dimensions that have to be documented have to be identified as a test dimension in the assembly/individual part drawing.

Test dimensions have to be sequentially numbered and the entire number entered above the title block. In parallel, the text for the identification (drawing no./index) and for the identification SNR (date, seq. no.) have to be placed above the title block.

Example:

A comment should be left, if there are no test dimensions:
Test Dimension Identification

A test dimension is identified and sequentially numbered as follows for lengths and angle dimensions.

(1) 250 ±0.02

The number is to be placed in brackets, followed by an empty space. All test dimensions are sequentially numbered starting with 1 and counted in ascending order.

A test dimension is identified as follows for form and positional tolerances.

(1)
\[0.05\]

The labeling here therefore only relates to the numbering. The test dimensions are also sequentially numbered here. Length and angle dimensions and form and positional tolerances are jointly through numbered.

If the number of the test dimensions is > 0, the following stamp/text must be added from the catalog (CATIA V5) above the text block.

Identification SN no. (date, sequential number) with appropriate font size

For other CAD systems, this comment must be generated manually.
9.6 **Engraving**

The site of the etching is identified by the information XXX.XXX.XXX/YY and has to be selected in such a way that the etching is visible in the installation position and does not impair the function.

The drawing number (XXX.XXX.XXX) and index are specified (YY).

![Diagram of engraving design]

9.7 **Weight**

The weight has to be detailed above the title box on assembly drawings and the drawing of the welded assembly:

Weight: 27.5 kg

9.8 **Drawings of welded parts**

Weld seams are labeled according to "BN10.050 Weld Instruction Design."

The SFI appendix (welding engineer appendix) also has to be attached to the welded part drawing. CATIA V5 drawings that are administered in BA-PDM are given this attachment automatically dependent upon their document category (welded part drawing). The attachment has to be generated manually for all other drawings.

Please take any further information about welded structures from the "schweißtechnische_anweisung_konstruktion.pdf" document (Weld Instruction Design).
### 9.9 Title block
Fields of the title block

The fields marked in red are mandatory fields. Fields marked in green are completed with the appropriate tools and have to be checked. A combination of these is possible.

The fields may not be edited, deleted, or recreated. The field name has to be left as it is.
Importance of the fields *(RED = mandatory field)*:

1. **Editor**: editor of the drawing – when the drawing is created by an external office, the company identifier follows the editor after a forward slash.

2. **Checker**: the checker approves a drawing. Editor and checker may not be identical when a drawing is first approved.

3. **BA internal**: contact partner and person responsible for the drawing at BA

4. **Proof of ownership** according to ISO 16016. This entry is added on all drawings by an ownership stamp that includes a foreign language entry.

5. **Index**: drawings start with the Index 01. The author of the newly created drawing is generally the same as the editor of the drawing. The first issue date has to be taken from the first index.

6. **Issue date**: Date of approval of the drawing at ERP following a successful check.

7. **External part list numbers** if required.

8. **Name** is selected during generation from the language database.

9. **Addition** (name): if the name contains language-neutral content (such as X1, X2, 1.1, 1.2m welded part, size dimensions), this part has to be entered the field “Addition name.”

10. The current index of the drawing is added to the **drawing number** following a forward slash.

11. **Document category** is entered by the system.

12. **Assembly number** is entered when the customer documents are created. (project-dependent information)

13. **Material** must be detailed for single parts/assemblies that only consist of one material. This is carried out automatically when working with CATIA V5 and CIM DATABASE as material is allocated in 3D. Otherwise, the material has to be entered manually. “See part list” is entered for individual parts/assemblies that consist of different materials. Care should be taken that the same material is always assigned to 3D and the drawing, check repeatedly, if necessary.

14. **Document Status** is transferred from BA-PDM.

15. **Scale**: primary scale on the drawing.

16. **Language** is updated for customer documents.

17. **Page number**: total number and current page
Naming conventions (name/definition)

- If the name contains language-neutral content (such as X1, X2, 1.1, 1.2m welded part, size dimensions), this part has to be entered in the field “Addition Name”.

- Abbreviations (lef., rig., etc.) are not permitted here. The description “Complete” forms the only exception. This is abbreviated as follows:
  - (Example: bracket, complete)
  - Take care with spelling. Umlauts are permitted in drawing/text block. (Umlauts and empty spaces are not permitted for file names.)
  - The abbreviation SWT has to be entered in the “Addition Name” field for welded parts.

If there is further language-neutral name content in the “Addition Name”, then the abbreviation SWT has to be entered as follows in the “Addition Name” field: X1 - SWT

Index Entry

Changes in the drawings and designs are clear for approving the manufacturing documents and have to be documented without restriction. For CATIA V5 drawings that have to be administered in BA-PDM, the change has to be documented in BA-PDM. BA-PDM enters the change on the drawing.

Change Documentation Includes:

- Change index = 01, 02, 03 ...
- Change description = clear description of the change made
  (Always refer, if possible, to the previous condition/value, e.g. from ... to ..., previous … after)
- Name = Name of the designer
- Date = Date of the change

In addition, the corresponding change index must be positioned within the immediate vicinity of any changes made.

However, all change indices are entered on a multiple-page drawing, although only the last three are displayed.

Note: A maximum of the last 6 indices is displayed for CATIA V5 drawings that are managed on each page of the drawing.
9.10 Drill hole tables

No form of drill hole tables is permitted.

10 Data transmission

1) Documents are dispatched by FTP (access required).

Further information about this can be requested from the IT department on Tel. +49-4402-966443.